ALL-NATURAL

Smoky & sweet with a
slight pepper bite. BBQ in a bottle. Blended for the love
of southwestern flavor. Excellent on pork chops, ribs,
brisket or in burgers. Adds smoky bite to sweet potato
fries or vegetable dishes.
All the big island flavors for a blast of the tropics. We
leave the heat level up to you as our Jamiacan Jerk is
wild with flavor but mild with heat. The complex
flavor is excellent on all grilled meat and seafood.
Spicy cracked black
pepper blended with herbs and spices to compliment
beef. From prime rib to hamburger. Makes an
excellent cracked pepper crust and can be used on
chicken and pork as well. Use in place of ground
black pepper. Add a spicy, aromatic flavor to gravies
and

salad

dressings.

The name says it all. All the aromatic herbs and spices
that make chicken yummy. But our blend is also
excellent for making home made salad dressings,
flavoring stuffing or seasoning a baked potato.
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CARIB-B-Q

Caribbean Style

A complex and mildly spicy
blend of regional favorites.
Excellent on chicken, and
pork. A traditional Caribbean
seasoning for authentic
island flavor. Enjoy!

KABOB

Middle Eastern Style

A blend of the finest flavors
of the region. Fragrant and
tasty. An excellent seasoning
for BBQ and grilled lamb,
chicken, beef and pork.
Tasty middle eastern flavor.

SABROSO
Mexican
Style

Sabroso means ‘tasty’. Our
blend of Mexican culinary
favorites is tasty on chicken,
pork and beef. From skirt
steak and drumsticks to
pork loin. Sabroso!

TASTY TREAT
Fruit
Seasoning

Central American style fruit
seasoning typically found
with street vendors selling
fresh sliced fruit. Delicious
on pineapple and mango.
Turn fruit into a tasty treat.
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